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Introduction
Managing obesity with pharmacotherapy plus lifestyle intervention can help increase the proportion of people reaching 5% weight loss, the regulatory benchmark for clinically meaningful weight loss (1, 2) , but use of pharmacotherapy must be balanced against potential adverse effects of treatment and costs. One strategy to increase benefit versus risk in obesity pharmacotherapy is through identification of long-term weight loss predictors. By stopping drug therapy early in patients unlikely to achieve clinical benefit, clinicians can minimize drug exposure, improve the benefit:risk ratio for the patient (3) , and use health resources more effectively. Early weight loss, whether through lifestyle (4-7) or pharmacotherapy (8) (9) (10) (11) , is a good predictor of long-term weight loss. Indeed, all recently approved weight loss medication labels include "stopping rules" stating when pharmacotherapy should be discontinued if clinically relevant weight loss is not, or is unlikely to be, achieved. However, current labels provide little information on outcomes in those individuals eligible for continued treatment beyond the early milestone; reported results are for all randomized individuals.
Liraglutide is a glucagon-like peptide-1 analog with 97% homology to human glucagon-like peptide-1, a physiological regulator of appetite (12, 13) . Liraglutide at doses up to 1.8 mg once daily (Victoza V R , Novo Nordisk, Bagsvaerd, Denmark) has been licensed for glycemic control in type 2 diabetes (T2D) since 2009. More recently, liraglutide 3.0 mg (Saxenda V R ; Novo Nordisk), as an adjunct to a reducedcalorie diet and increased physical activity, has been approved for weight management in the USA, EU, and elsewhere.
This article describes how the early treatment criterion that best predicts 5% weight loss with liraglutide 3.0 mg at week 56 was identified, based on data from the two largest trials in the SCALE program of phase 3a trials of liraglutide 3.0 mg for weight management. Post hoc analyses are presented of the efficacy and safety results from these trials by early responder status, using this early response criterion.
Methods

Trial design
The design, methods, patient populations, and results of the SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes (NCT01272219) and SCALE Diabetes (NCT01272232) trials were previously published (14, 15) . Briefly, in SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes, 3,731 individuals with overweight or obesity and without diabetes (body mass index [BMI] 30 kg/m 2 or 27 kg/m 2 with 1 obesity-related comorbidity) were randomized 2:1 to liraglutide 3.0 mg or placebo for 56 weeks (14) . In SCALE Diabetes, 846 individuals with BMI 27 kg/m 2 and T2D were randomized 2:1:1 to liraglutide 3.0 mg, liraglutide 1.8 mg, or placebo for 56 weeks (15) . Both trials were double-blind, placebocontrolled, multicenter trials, and trial drug was given as adjunct to lifestyle intervention (500 kcal/day deficit diet and physical activity 150 min/week). Here, only results for liraglutide 3.0 mg and placebo are reported, referred to as "liraglutide 3.0 mg" or "placebo" hereafter. Liraglutide was initiated at a dose of 0.6 mg and doseescalated by 0.6 mg increments weekly to the 3.0 mg treatment dose. This was a forced dose escalation, with the dose at 3.0 mg for all individuals by week 4; investigators could delay dose escalation by 7 days in total.
Determination of early response criterion
We used pooled data from SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes and SCALE Diabetes to determine the optimal treatment time point and weight loss threshold for identifying subjects likely to achieve 5% loss of initial body weight after 56 weeks' treatment. Given the objective of the analysis (predictive value for 1-year weight loss), only trials of minimum 1-year duration were eligible. Two of the four phase 3a trials were excluded: SCALE Sleep Apnea because it was a 32-week trial and SCALE Maintenance because it required individuals to lose 5% weight through diet and exercise before randomization; thus their initial weight loss after randomization would not have represented general practice. The pooled analysis was predefined with the FDA before individual trial data became available. For mean weight loss in Table 1 , only subjects with body weight measurements at baseline and the specific time point being analyzed (8, 12, 16 weeks) and week 56 contributed to the analysis. For identifying individuals with 5% weight loss at week 56, missing data were imputed using last observation carried forward (LOCF). Reasons for choosing these time points are in the Supporting Information.
The ability to predict response status after 56 weeks was evaluated by the positive predictive value (PPV; i.e., proportion of subjects with an early response who had 5% weight loss after 56 weeks) and the negative predictive value (NPV; i.e., proportion of subjects with an early nonresponse who had <5% weight loss after 56 weeks) for 3%, 4%, and 5% weight loss at 8, 12, and 16 weeks. The proportions of "correctly predicted overall" were calculated from PPV and NPV (Table 1) . The sensitivity and specificity of these criteria were also evaluated (Supporting Information).
The pooled analysis was repeated for male and female subjects, and the results were also analyzed separately by trial, to ensure that the identified cut point for defining early response would be valid for both sexes and for subjects with or without T2D. A sensitivity analysis was also performed in which missing week 56 responses were imputed as nonresponse, rather than using LOCF.
Post hoc analysis of end points by early response status
Once the optimal early response criterion was identified, subjects were classified as early responders (ERs) or early nonresponders (ENRs). We then assessed efficacy outcomes at week 56 for ERs and ENRs, based on individuals who completed 56 weeks' treatment. Weight end points were mean change in body weight from baseline and the proportion of patients with a weight loss of 5%, >10%, and >15% at week 56. Secondary efficacy outcomes were the changes from baseline to week 56 in HbA 1c , fasting plasma glucose, systolic (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP), BMI, waist circumference, heart rate, fasting lipid profile, and various additional cardiometabolic biomarkers. Changes in the following health-related quality of life (HRQoL) scores were also evaluated: Impact of Weight on Quality of Life-Lite (IWQOL-Lite) total score and physical function score (16) (both trials); and Short Form-36 (SF-36) physical component summary score (17) (SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes only).
Efficacy outcomes are reported for ERs and ENRs who completed 56 weeks' treatment. Safety is reported based on the safety analysis set for ERs and ENRs (i.e., all subjects with data at week 16, regardless of whether they completed 56 weeks' treatment) ( Figure  1 ). The results are reported by trial for ERs and ENRs to liraglutide 3.0 mg or placebo so that any potential differences in clinical outcomes in patients with T2D would not be masked due to the relatively small size of this study population.
Statistical analysis
For the pooled analysis to assess the optimal response criterion, no covariate adjustments were made. Missing response status after 56 weeks was imputed using LOCF. The observed mean weight loss was plotted during the course of the trial (Figure 2 ).
Analyses of outcomes at week 56 were performed in trial completers split by ER and ENR status. The analyses of outcomes used the same model as in the individual trials (14, 15) . The model included treatment, country, sex, and interaction between BMI strata and prediabetes status as fixed effects, with baseline body weight as covariate. In the SCALE Diabetes ANCOVA model, BMI stratification and prediabetes status was replaced by baseline HbA 1c stratification and background medication. Continuous variables were estimated using ANCOVA, as described above; categorical variables were estimated using a logistic regression model with the same fixed effects and covariates as the relevant ANCOVA. Efficacy data are estimated means or estimated proportions; safety data are observed proportions or observed means.
Statistical analyses were conducted using SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). As ERs and ENRs are not randomized populations, differences between them were not quantified or analyzed statistically.
Results
Subject disposition by trial for the individuals covered in these analyses (i.e., those with body weight measurement at baseline and weeks 16 and 56) is shown in Figure 1 .
Optimal early response criterion for 5% weight loss after 56 weeks
The proportion of subjects treated with liraglutide 3.0 mg who lost 3%, 4%, or 5% weight at 8, 12, and 16 weeks in the pooled analysis of SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes and SCALE Diabetes and associated PPVs and NPVs are shown in Table 1 . The sensitivity and specificity of each criterion were also calculated (Supporting Information Table S1 ).
The analyses showed that 4% weight loss at 16 weeks yielded the highest correctly predicted value (80.1%), consistent with high values for both PPV (81.4%) and NPV (76.0%) ( Table 1 ). The criteria based on the 8-week time point were associated with lower overall Week 56 response is defined as at least a 5% reduction in body weight. If data were missing for week 56, the last available body weight measurement was used (i.e., missing data were imputed using last observation carried forward). Mean weight loss is based on observed data only.
a Positive predictive value is defined as the percentage of early responders who were week 56 responders. b Negative predictive value is defined as the percentage of early nonresponders who were week 56 nonresponders. correctly predicted values and, in particular, low NPVs, meaning that treatment would have been incorrectly discontinued in a notable number of individuals who would have gone on to achieve 5% weight loss after 56 weeks. For example, using NPV for 4% weight loss at 8 weeks, 34.7% (350 of 1,009 subjects identified as ENRs) would have been incorrectly discontinued, versus 24% (150 of 626 subjects) using the 16-week value ( Table 1 ). The 12-week time point criteria had PPVs similar to those at the 16-week time point but comparatively lower NPVs (Table 1) . Thus, using NPV for 4% weight loss at 12 weeks, 29.2% (221 of 757 subjects identified as ENRs) would have been incorrectly discontinued, versus 24% (150 of 626 subjects) using the 16-week value (Table 1) . Furthermore, the choice of week 16 meant that individuals would have received treatment-dose liraglutide 3.0 mg for 12 weeks, consistent with the exposure period generally recommended for other antiobesity medications.
Consistent results and conclusions were reached when the pooled analysis was conducted separately for males and females, or for each trial, and from a sensitivity analysis with missing week 56 responses imputed as nonresponse (Supporting Information Tables  S2-S4) .
A separate analysis showed that 4% weight loss at 16 weeks was also a good criterion for predicting weight loss with placebo, yielding a high overall correctly predicted value (80.0%), consistent with a reasonably high PPV (66.1%) and NPV (85.8%) (Supporting Information Table S5 ).
Early responder populations
Among individuals on liraglutide 3.0 mg with a week 16 measurement, 77.3% without T2D and 62.7% with T2D were ERs, and 22.7% and 37.3% were ENRs. The proportions of individuals who were ERs to placebo were much lower than with liraglutide 3.0 mg: 30.5% of individuals without T2D and 20.5% with T2D.
Demographic and other baseline characteristics of all randomized subjects, as well as ERs and ENRs in each trial, are shown in Tables 2 and 3 . The "all-randomized" group included individuals who discontinued the trial before week 16, while the ER/ENR groups did not (by definition they could not be classified as ER or ENR).
In general, baseline characteristics in the ER and ENR groups appeared similar across treatment groups within each trial. In both liraglutide 3.0 mg and placebo groups, individuals of White origin appeared more prevalent in the ER versus ENR groups, and female sex appeared consistently associated with early response to liraglutide 3.0 mg (see percentages, Supporting Information Table  S3 ) but not to placebo in individuals with and without T2D.
Weight loss at week 56 in ERs and ENRs
In SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes, weight loss in ERs to liraglutide 3.0 mg was 10.8% (11.2 kg) versus 3.0% (3.2 kg) for ENRs ( Figure  2A ). Similarly, in SCALE Diabetes, ERs had a greater mean weight loss than ENRs (8.5% [9. 0 kg] vs. 3.1% [3.2 kg]) at 56 weeks (Figure 2B ). ERs to placebo also achieved greater weight loss than ENRs to placebo ( Figure 2 ).
The proportions of ERs and ENRs achieving 5%, >10%, and >15% weight loss at week 56 in both trials were always greater for ERs versus ENRs to liraglutide 3.0 mg (Figure 3 ). The same pattern Obesity was observed for placebo, although proportions achieving each category were smaller than for liraglutide 3.0 mg.
Secondary end points at week 56 in ERs and ENRs
In SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes, changes in all cardiometabolic biomarkers examined, except heart rate, appeared to be more favorable in ERs than ENRs to liraglutide 3.0 mg, consistent with greater weight loss (Table 4 , Supporting Information Table S6a ). In particular, greater improvements were observed in ERs versus ENRs to liraglutide 3.0 mg for SBP, HDL cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, total cholesterol, and triglycerides. Most changes were also more favorable in ERs versus ENRs to placebo. With liraglutide 3.0 mg, pulse rate increased by 2.7 beats per minute (bpm) in ERs and 2.6 bpm in ENRs. With placebo, pulse rate changes were 21.2 and 10.2 bpm, respectively. Improvements in the IWQOL-Lite total score and physical function score and the SF-36 physical component summary score were reported by all groups, but appeared greater in ERs versus ENRs to both liraglutide 3.0 mg and placebo (Table 4 , Supporting Information Table S6a ).
Similarly in SCALE Diabetes, changes in most cardiometabolic biomarkers and HRQoL scores appeared more favorable in ERs than ENRs (Table 5 , Supporting Information Table S6b ). Notably, improvements in glycemic markers were observed in both ERs and ENRs to liraglutide 3.0 mg.
Safety
Safety results for the randomized populations in both trials were reported previously (14, 15) . The most common adverse events (AEs), occurring more frequently with liraglutide 3.0 mg versus placebo, were gastrointestinal. Baseline value is in mg/dL, and change is presented as relative change. Early responders, individuals who achieved 4% weight loss from baseline at 16 weeks; early nonresponders, individuals who achieved <4% weight loss from baseline at 16 weeks. Based on individuals with a fasting body weight measurement at baseline and week 16 and who completed 56 weeks of treatment. Changes are estimated mean changes from baseline to week 56 from an ANCOVA. Missing values post-baseline were imputed using last observation carried forward. Additional end points are reported in Supporting Information Table S6a , b. DBP, diastolic blood pressure; FPG, fasting plasma glucose; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; IWQOL-Lite, Impact of Weight on Quality of LifeLite; SBP, systolic blood pressure.
An overview of safety results by early responder status is shown in Tables 6 and 7 . AEs occurring in 5% of individuals treated with liraglutide 3.0 mg and more frequently with liraglutide 3.0 mg than placebo are listed by preferred term in Supporting Information Table  S7 . AE rates were generally comparable between ERs and ENRs to liraglutide 3.0 mg, and comparable to the overall trial population, except that in SCALE Diabetes, rates of gastrointestinal-or appetite-related AEs were higher in ERs versus ENRs.
In SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes, pancreatitis was uncommon in ERs (<0.1/100 patient-years' exposure [PYE]) and ENRs (0.2/100 PYE) to liraglutide 3.0 mg. Gallbladder disorders were more frequent in ERs (2.8% of individuals; 2.9/100 PYE) versus ENRs to liraglutide 3.0 mg (1.4%; 1.9/100 PYE). Psychiatric AEs appeared similar in ER and ENRs.
In SCALE Diabetes, no events of pancreatitis were reported, and there were too few gallbladder-related and psychiatric AEs to allow any conclusions to be drawn. Documented symptomatic hypoglycemia, defined according to ADA criteria (18), was similar in ERs versus ENRs to liraglutide 3.0 mg (event rates of 79.5/100 PYE and 93.3/100 PYE, respectively).
For ERs and ENRs to placebo, results were as follows: in SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes, no pancreatitis was reported in either ERs or ENRs; gallbladder disorders occurred in 1.6% of ERs (2.2/100 PYE) and 0.5% of ENRs (0.6/100 PYE); and psychiatric AEs appeared similar in ER and ENRs. In SCALE Diabetes, documented hypoglycemia occurred at event rates of 20.5/100 PYE (ERs to placebo) and 31.1/100 PYE (ENRs to placebo).
Discussion
It is well documented that early response to a weight loss intervention can predict long-term weight loss (8) (9) (10) (11) ; this is the basis for the stopping rules for all recently approved weight loss medications (19) (20) (21) . Weight loss response after 1 to 4 months has been used to predict weight loss at 1 year. Interestingly, in the Look AHEAD study, 1-and 2-month weight loss was associated with weight loss AE data given as n (% of patients). Safety analysis set (for ERs and ENRs, all subjects with data at week 16).
a Withdrawal rates cover the entire trial period for "All randomized" and week 16 onwards for ERs and ENRs. b One subject did not receive treatment and was excluded from the safety analysis set for SCALE Diabetes. ERs, early responders (individuals who achieved 4% weight loss from baseline at 16 weeks); ENRs, early nonresponders (individuals who achieved <4% weight loss from baseline at 16 weeks).
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through year 8 among individuals with T2D who received an intensive lifestyle intervention (7).
In order to identify an optimal early response criterion for liraglutide 3.0 mg, we examined weight loss of 3%, 4%, or 5% at 8, 12, or 16 weeks in a pooled analysis predefined with the US FDA before trial data became available. Weight loss of 4% at week 16 was shown to be the best predictor of 5% weight loss at 56 weeks and to be appropriate for individuals with and without T2D and for both genders (Table 1, Supporting Information Table S1 ). Earlier time points would result in discontinuation of treatment in a significant number of individuals who would indeed achieve 5% weight loss after 56 weeks, while later time points would likely have achieved even greater predictive accuracy but were not considered as they would have entailed additional unnecessary exposure in nonresponders. Accordingly, the stopping rule in the USA specifies a weight loss of 4% at 16 weeks (22) . While health authorities across the world focus on limiting treatment to those who will benefit, their approaches differ slightly. The European Medicines Agency required an early response criterion optimized to exclude individuals who were unlikely to achieve 10% weight loss at 56 weeks; this was best fulfilled by weight loss of 5% after 16 weeks (data not shown). Accordingly, the European label requires 5% weight loss after 12 weeks on the full 3.0 mg dose to qualify for continued treatment (23) .
In both trials, higher proportions of subjects were early responders to liraglutide 3.0 mg than to placebo. Early responders to liraglutide achieved greater mean weight loss than early nonresponders and were more likely to achieve 5%, >10%, and >15% weight loss at 56 weeks. Greater responses were also seen among early responders versus early nonresponders to placebo; but fewer subjects were early responders to placebo compared with liraglutide 3.0 mg.
The greater weight loss in early responders was accompanied by a trend toward greater improvements in cardiometabolic biomarkers. Decreases in mean SBP and DBP and favorable changes in lipid profile, in particular, are expected effects of weight loss, contributing to a decreased risk of developing cardiovascular disease (24) . In SCALE Diabetes, clinically meaningful reductions in HbA 1c and fasting plasma glucose were seen in both early responders and early nonresponders to liraglutide, due to its direct glucose-lowering effect (25) ; in early responders, this effect appeared further enhanced by the greater weight loss versus early nonresponders. The combination of direct effects of liraglutide on glycemia, as well as further improvement likely mediated by enhanced weight loss in early responders, may be particularly beneficial for slowing progression to T2D and increasing regression to normoglycemia in individuals with prediabetes, which further reduces the risk of conversion to T2D (26) .
It has been suggested that, in trials of antiobesity drugs, improvements in feeling and functioning should be measured when validated measures exist (27) . Improvements in HRQoL were recorded as assessed by IWQOL-Lite, a questionnaire developed specifically to evaluate the impact of weight on quality of life (both trials), and SF-36, a more general HRQoL questionnaire (SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes only). For both liraglutide 3.0 mg and placebo, improvements were greater in early responders than early nonresponders.
The changes recorded for early responders (to either intervention) were clinically relevant. (Clinically relevant improvements for an individual are increases of 7.7 to 12 points for IWQOL-Lite total score, depending on baseline score (28), and 2 points for SF-36 physical component summary score (17) .)
The greater improvements observed in early responders, compared with early nonresponders, were generally not accompanied by an increase in AEs: the safety profiles of early responders and early nonresponders were similar within each trial, except that early responders reported higher rates of gastrointestinal disorders in SCALE Diabetes and higher rates of gallbladder disorders in SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes. No new safety signals arose among early responders or early nonresponders.
In pooled analyses of the SCALE trials, women had slightly greater weight loss than men with liraglutide 3.0 mg (29); however, both men and women experienced a clinically meaningful weight loss. Consistent with this, there appeared to be more women than men among early responders to liraglutide 3.0 mg in both trials. Greater weight loss in women may in part be explained by higher plasma liraglutide exposure in women versus men (30) .
The comparisons between early responders and early nonresponders must be interpreted with caution as they are not comparisons between randomized groups and were therefore not subjected to significance testing. In the case of the diabetes trial, conclusions are further limited by the low number of individuals in the liraglutide early nonresponder and placebo early responder groups. An additional limitation is the use of a forced dose escalation of liraglutide from 0.6 mg daily to 3.0 mg daily in 0.6 mg increments over 4 weeks (with 1 additional week at investigator's discretion) in the original trials. Also, early nonresponders in these trials were continued on treatment for 56 weeks; in clinical practice their treatment would be discontinued after 16 weeks, and improvements in end points might therefore be smaller than those reported here.
From a clinical perspective, use of the stopping rules should help optimize the use of liraglutide 3.0 mg for weight management. Patients can be informed that, if they respond well during the first 16 weeks, it is likely they will continue to do so. It is reassuring that most AEs were no more frequent in early responders compared with early nonresponders, even with greater weight loss, with the exception of gallbladder disorders, perhaps reinforcing the suggestion that at least part of the increased risk of gallbladder disorders seen in SCALE Obesity and Prediabetes was related to weight loss (14) .
Conclusion
Weight loss of 4% after 16 weeks of treatment is a strong predictor of a clinically meaningful weight loss at 56 weeks. More individuals without or with T2D were early responders to liraglutide 3.0 mg in combination with lifestyle intervention compared with lifestyle intervention alone.
Among early responders to liraglutide 3.0 mg, greater mean weight loss, greater proportions achieving weight loss thresholds, and generally greater improvements in cardiometabolic risk factors and HRQoL scores were observed compared with early nonresponders.O
